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Notes
1. Notes on this manual

Marking
Particularly important points in these instructions are marked with a symbol:

This manual is an integral part of the product. It contains important notes, safety
instructions and test certificates which are necessary for the perfect functioning
of the device during operation. It is written for technically qualified personnel.
Familiarity with and the strict observance of the safety instructions and warnings
in this manual are essential for safe installation and commissioning. The safety
notes and warnings in this documentation have been written in a general way
and only qualified personnel will have the necessary specialised knowledge to
interpret and implement them correctly in specific cases.

Important instructions and information on preventing disadvantageous
behaviour.

Qualifications of the personnel working with the devices

Warning of damage to property and financial and penal disadvantages
(e.g. loss of warranty claims, liability etc.).

The manual is written for all people who are involved in the assembly,
installation, commissioning and maintenance of the product, whereby the
applicable directives and standards must be observed.
For Europe:

2006/95/EC; EN 61010-1: 2001

For other countries or regions:
must

The national directives and standards
be observed.

Important instructions and information on effective, economical and
environmentally compatible handling.

Amendments to the document
BARTEC reserves the right to alter the contents of this document without notice.
No guarantee is given for the correctness of the information. In case of doubt,
the German safety instructions shall apply because it is not possible to rule out
errors in translation or in printing. In the event of a legal dispute, the “General
Terms and Conditions” of the BARTEC group shall apply in addition.
The up-to-date versions of the data sheets, manuals, certificates and
EC Declarations of Conformity may be downloaded from the “Heating
Technology“ product page at www.bartec-group.com or ordered directly from
BARTEC GmbH.
Handling the product
The product described in this manual has been tested and left the factory in
perfect condition as regards meeting safety requirements.
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To maintain this condition and ensure that this product operates perfectly
and safely, it may be used only in the manner described by the manufacturer.
Appropriate transportation, suitable storage and careful utilisation are also
ssential for the perfect and safe operation of this product.
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Description
2. Description

2.3 Functions

2.1 General features

After switch-on, the electronic system checks the connected sensors by
means of the values stored in the device, and starts the monitoring procedure. No
adjustments are necessary.

Nowadays the water leakage detection in buildings with highly sensitive electric
and electronic systems or valuable objects is fundamental when it comes to the
monitoring and safeguarding of the building.
The BARTEC WaterWarningSystem package consists of:
þ Electronic monitoring system RLW

When the sensor cable comes into contact with an electrically conductive
liquid, the RLW outputs a visual and acoustic alarm and activates the alarm
relay. Further information, e.g. place of leakage in meters or plain text messages
are displayed on the text display. Operation is carried out via the membrane
keyboard on the front panel.

þ Sensor cable SCR and/or PS point sensor
The system allows the monitoring of the whole area of a room or along pipes as
well as the safeguarding of single objects.
The first leakage is localized with a meter’s precision and signaled directly to
the building control. This guarantees a fast localization of the leakage allowing
for immediate measures to eliminate the problem. Before signal further leakagepoints, the leakage before must be removed.
þ The BARTEC WaterLeakageDetectionSystem grants safe protection and
		 offers clear advantages: it helps you to avoid down-times and costly
		repairs.
Fields of application
Computer centers, telephone switchboards, libraries, museums, archives,
ultra-clean rooms, central air conditioning and heating stations, sprinkler
systems etc.

The measurements are carried out at one-second intervals. The system first
checks whether the conductivity at the wet sensor cable is sufficient to conduct
a specific measured current. That is the alarm criteria. Once the alarm criteria is
reached, the system immediately measures the distance to the leakage spot and
displays and memorizes the measured values within a few seconds.

þ Status of the system, output in plain text

A fault message is enabled at the detection of a sensor interruption, i.e. when
the supply voltage fails or an internal defect occurs. The message is output
visually, acoustically and via the activation of the fault relay. The acoustic alarm/
fault message can be confirmed immediately via the ESC key, the corresponding
message relay is reset only after the elimination of the leakage or disturbance.

þ Pin-point localization of the leakage

A cable interruption is identified as leakage and the distance output in meters.

Advantages

þ Monitoring possible up to a distance of 3,000 m
þ No system adjustment is required
þ Simple integration in the overall building control system
A variety of monitoring possibilities
þ Area monitoring - False bottoms above/beneath computer systems
þ Spot monitoring - Collecting troughs, Single objects
þ Pipe monitoring, Heating cables, Process lines
2.2 Performance characteristics
þ Each monitoring channel can accommodate a sensor cable
		 as long as 1,500 m
þ The monitoring channel can be divided into up to 50 sectors
		 (e.g. sector 1: sensor cable 0 m up to 50 m)
þ The single sectors can be input in plain text
		 (e.g. handler position 3 or air conditioner 8)
þ Display with bright background (4 x 20 characters)
		 for plain text messages
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Water leakage is detected quickly depending on the quantity and the
conductivity of the leaking fluid. The SCR sensor cable has the shortest
reaction time when completely covered (approx. 5 mm) at least at some points.
On account of its geometry, the PS point sensor requires a minimum level of
leaking fluid (For details see the PS point sensor data sheet).

þ Sensor interruption monitoring
þ Power failure monitoring
þ Software protection via password
þ System self-monitoring via watchdog function
þ Membrane texts in three languages on the front
þ Menu texts displayed in three languages (German, English, French)
þ Length measuring system: metre or feet (selectable)
þ Date/time: automatic switch to summer or winter time
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Data sheet
3. Technical data
3.1 Electronic monitoring system RLW

3.2 Sensor cable SCR

Version
		
		

Plastic wall-mounting case with transparent
protective cover, Terminal connection area
and cable glands

Sensors
		

2 x 0.25 mm² specific resistance aprox 6,0 W/m
protected by partially permeable PTFE insulation

Color 		

red, white

Dimensions
		

284 x 217/247 x 143 mm (W x H x D)
(size H with/without cable glands)

Return line
		

2 x 0.25 mm²
with fluorothermoplastic insulation

Cable glands
		

4 x M16
4 x M20

Protective braid

FEP

Type of protection

IP 65

Color

natural-colored

Ambient temperature

0 °C up to +50 °C

Cable diameter

5 mm

Weight

2.2 kg

Minimum bend radius

6 x cable diameter

Supply voltage
		
		
		

AC 230 V or AC 115 V / 50 Hz
(via internal switch, see section 3.2, fig. 2),
tolerance: -10 % / +6 % DC 12 V up to 30 V
(interface for external battery or UPS)

Tensile strength

210 N

Temperature resistance

-50 °C up to +180 °C

Reaction to fire

V 0 according to fire protection directive UL 1581

cable range 5 - 10 mm
cable range 7 - 13 mm

Typ./max. power consumption 3.5 W/7 W
Sensor input 1/2

max. 1,500 m per sensor input

Measuring accuracy

0.1 % of the final value of the measured range

Measuring method

conductive (conductive liquids > 30 µS/cm)

Outputs
- two floating changeover contacts for leakage
			 message output for each monitoring channel
			 (3 A at AC 230 V)
		
- two floating changeover contacts for fault
			(fail-safe)
		

- Power failure control: 3 A at AC 230 V

		
- RS232 (standard) and RS485 interface
			 electrically isolated (option)

3.3 PS point sensor
Version
		

Flat point sensor with cable gland and water
proof terminal compartment

Dimensions

í 80 mm x 26 mm in height

Cable gland

M12 x 1.5 clamping range 3 to 6.5 mm

Enclosure material

PVC

		
- Block oriented, protected Single-Master
			 protocol for the connection to the building
			 control system

Temperature resistance

-10 °C up to +50 °C

Leakage alarm

as of 3 mm level of water

Event memory
		

Storage of the last 20 events with date, time
and plain text

Electrodes

2 electrodes made of stainless steel

Operating elements
		

Membrane keyboard (operation of all functions
including input of plain text)

Electrode spacing

25 mm

Connecting terminals

Screw-type terminals at the input and output

Other points

integrated end resistor 220 kW

Messages
visual:
			

LED display of operation/leakage/
interruption/fault
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acoustic: piezo buzzer
			
(can be switched on and off)
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Installation instructions
4. Installation instructions

Connection diagram for the WaterWarningSystem RLW

4.1 Wall installation of the electronic monitoring system RLW

Alarm 1

The case is fixed to the wall by means of three screws. One screw serves to hook
the device up on its fixing strap, the other two attach the case to the wall at the
right and left side of the terminal housing.
KL4

Alarm 2

KL5
1 3 5 2 4 6

Enclosure dimensions

Base panel

Fault

KL6
1 3 5 2 4 6

KL1
1 3 5 2 4 6

L1 N PE

floating contact assemblies can be configured as NC or
NO contacts via the software menu (contact position when
the device is off power/during operation, the fault relay
standard setting is normally closed)

Incoming supply
AC 230/115 V,
50 Hz

Base panel
KL7

KL8

KL2

KL3

BU7

157.0
217.0
177.0

177.0

1 2 3 4 5

133.0
Cable tail

Cable tail

4 x 0.5 mm²

4 x 0.5 mm²

wh wh rd rd

wh wh rd rd

Sensor 1
Sensor cable
SCR

Sensor 2
Sensor cable
SCR

1 2 3

2 3 4 5 7
RxD
TxD
DTR
GND
RTS

1 2 3 4 5

10
15

285.0

Data (A)
Data (B)
GND

257.0

2 3 4 5 7
8 3 5

2 3 4 5 7

RS485
interface
via 3-pin
terminal to
computer
(option)

V 24/RS232
interface
via 9-pin subDconnector to
computer

1 3
Battery
(option)
DC 12...24 V

14

242.0

Connection of the BARTEC connection cable to KL7or KL8
1 = white; 2 = brown; 3 = green; 4 = yellow

4.2 Connection diagram

4.3.1 Installation of sensor cable SCR – under false floor

Connect unit as described in the assembly and connection diagrams.

Time of installation

Assembly diagram

Before the sensor cable is laid, the other work including cleaning must be
completed.

Avoid damage to the sensor cable by installations from other trades.
þ The surface underneath must be dry, clean and mostly free of dust.
þ The sensor cable must be attached in the required areas (e.g. false floor) by
means of self-adhesive fixing tape
11-85G1-7D0001/B-01/2018-BARTEC-129902

þ The sensor cable should be fastened to the floor at distances of a maximum
of 1 metre.
þ The sensor cable must not be pressed against metal parts because the
evaluation circuitry checks the cable for electrical resistance.
þ Care must be taken that the sensor cable does not become wet from
dripping condensation water from pipes or cooling aggregates.
þ If running through a wall or other confining structures, it is necessary to use
a non-detecting connection cable, a protective conduit or a flexible tube
þ Signs with ”Attention – sensitive sensor cables” should be attached to
places where the sensor cable could be easily damaged.
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þ The sensor cable must rest on the surface to be monitored (obstacles such
as directly installed cable routes may be jumped if leakage monitoring can
be immediately continued on the other side of the obstacle).

þ The insulation resistance of the sensor cable must be checked during and
after the installation work before the system is put into operation
(see SCR test report).
þ See the system documentation for commissioning and technical data.

The zone seperation is integrated in the T-joint.
The reason is the correct location between rooms and floors, because the length
of the connection cable does not affect the location length.

Example

input

output

T-output

37 mm

þ The installed length of the sensor cable (in particular where there are partial
lengths with T splices) must be added into the installation plan. Attention
must be paid here to the integrated zone separation in T junctions
(See also the installation instructions for the T junction).

Application:
junction within a sensor cable length
zone seperation between rooms and floors

22 mm

Installation instructions

Connection example: sensor cable SCR with SCR T-joint
type: 17-85Z4-3200

drawing:

103 mm

Example 1:

25m

RLW

15 m SCR
VK

60 m SCR

4.3.2 Montage point sensor, maintenance

0m

10m

35m

95m

The point sensor itself is maintenance–free.
þ When installing, make sure the electrodes are clean and free of grease.
This can be assured by cleaning with spirits or with a household 		
detergent containing a grease solvent.
At suitable intervals of time, adjusted to the degree of dirt or 		
accumulation of dust, make sure that the electrodes remain clean and
free of grease.

75 m placed senor cable
20 m zone separation
95 m complete location length

+ 10m

+ 10m

Example 2:

55m

RLW

15 m SCR
30 m SCR

45 m SCR

30m

40m

65m

110m

þ Plug-in connections required for installation must be laid with protection
against moisture.

Legend:

When monitoring surfaces, spacers provided by the customer for this
purpose must be inserted between the surface and the floor.

RLW

monitoring device

SCR

sensor cable

VK

connection cable
reference point in metre

Xm

end plug

4.4

Installation note SCR T-joint

plug (4 contacts)
socket (4 contacts)

Example 3:

The T junction must be marked clearly with the input/output designations in
the installation plan.
Connection example type: 17-85Z4-3200

Example
RLW
Example 3:

þ zone separation between rooms and floors
The zone separation is integrated in the T junction.

90m

15m SCR

15m SCR

30m SCR

VK
30m

RLW

40m
55m

45m SCR
65m

65m

15m SCR

Application:
þ junction within a sensor cable length

55m

75m
90m

100m

30m SCR

VK
30m

40m

145m

15m SCR
45m SCR

65m

Example 4:

65m

75m

100m

145m

35m

15m SCR

Example 4:

60m SCR

35m

The reason is the correct location between rooms and floors, because the length
of the connection cable does not affect the location length.

10m

20m

45m

105m

15m SCR
60m SCR

10m

20m

45m

105m

VK

RLW
VK
VK

45m SCR

0m

RLW

10m

115m

VK

0m
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160m
45m SCR

10m

115m

160m

Legend:
Function zone separation:
Between input and T-output are 10 m sensor cable simulated
and
between T-output and output are 10 m sensor cable simulated
Function zone separation:
These additional metres are registered by the RLW
Between input and T-output are 10 m sensor cable simulated
and
between T-output and output are 10 m sensor cable simulated
These additional metres are registered by the RLW

RLW

monitoring device

SCR

sensor cable

RLW
Xm

monitoring
devicein metre
reference point

SCR

sensor
cable
end plug

VK

connection
cable
plug (4 contacts)

Legend:
VK

Xm

connection cable

reference
in metre
socket (4 point
contacts)
end plug

Function zone separation

plug (4 contacts)
socket (4 contacts)

Between input and T output are 10 m sensor cable simulated and between
T output and output are 10 m sensor cable simulated.
These additional metres are registered by the RLW.
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5. Commissioning

4.5 Installation note SCR zone separation module and
installation on pipes

5.1 Sensor cable test
according to test protocol regarding sensor cable – see appendix A.

It is not permissible to run the sensor cable directly through walls.
The zone separation module enables an optimum separation of the leakage
indicator between two rooms. The offset (10 m) for the zone separator must be
taken into account in the installation plan. See drawing.
Example: 50 m sensor cable area separator in room 1 and 30 m sensor cable
in room 2.
This comes to a total cable length of 80 m + 10 m zone separation module. The
monitoring
electronics
to suit
90 m. The zwischen
connection
cable does not
Der Bereichstrenner
ermöglichtare
eineadjusted
optimale Trennung
der Leckageanzeige
zwei Räumen.
Im Verlegeplan muss der Offset des Bereichstrenners (10 m) berücksichtigt werden. Siehe Zeichnung.
change
the total length.
Beispiel: 50 m verlegtes Sensorkabel im Raum 1 und 30 m Sensorkabel im Raum 2.

D. h. 80text
m Gesamtkabellänge
m Bereichstrenner.
In plain
reporting on+ 10the
display, the room designation can be filed in addiDie Überwachungselektronik gleicht sich auf 90 m ab.
tionDas
to Verbindungskabel
the metre display
via
the “Canal
verändert die Gesamtlänge
nicht.zone” menu.
“Kanalzone“, zusätzlich zur Meteranzeige,
ZoneBei
1:Klartextmeldung
		 0 to am
50Display,
m kann über
text:das Menü
e. g.
EDP room 1
die Raumbezeichnung hinterlegt werden.
Zone 2:
60 to 90 m
text: e. g. EDP room 2

All warranty claims are subject to the submission of a correctly and
completely filled in acceptance report.
Date and signature are also required.
5.2 Initialization
Connect the sensor cable and/or point sensors to the RLW in accordance with
the project planning and installation diagram.
Energize the unit. Enter the results in the start-up protocol – see appendix B.
If the customer requires no specific settings, no system adjustments are
necessary.

Zone 1: 0 bis 50 m Text: z.B. EDV-Raum 1
Zone 2: 60 bis 90 m Text: z.B. EDV-Raum 2

Start-up procedure

Es können bis zu 50 Zonen realisiert werden.

Start-up display
for about 5 s:

Up to 59 zones are possible.

Then the device carries out a one-time-only automatic initialization and adjusts
itself to the connected sensor cable. During this procedure the event memory
is cancelled.

Doppelboden
False
floor

Next display:		
Starting apparatus
Histogram memory
will be deleted

connection
Verbindungskabelcable
50 m SCR

50-m
sensor cable
Sensorkabel
Sensorkabel
sensor
cable
Richtung Elektronik
direction electronics

30 m SCR

BT

SCR
zone separation module
(offset 10 m)

SCR
Bereichstrenner
(Offset 10 m)

BARTEC
RLW
SN: xxxx
Version: x.xx

30-m
cable
60 m sensorSensorkabel

SCRSCR
Endstecker
end
plug

The system is ready for operation, the standard display is output indicating
operating status, date and time.
Standard
display, e.g.:

Leakage detection
active
1999-03-15 13:40:51
MENU
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The unit is ready for operation. The green LED ”ready” lights up.
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Commissioning

5.3 Behavior during operation, function test

5.3.4 Interrupt message

5.3.1 Display illumination

þ The sensor recognizes an interruption
(interrupt simulation during initialization – plug off connector).

To save energy, the illumination is switched off during normal operation. The
background is lit up:
þ permanently when alarms or faults are signaled

þ The yellow ”break” LED lights up.
þ The ”fault ” relay switches.

þ for approx. 10 minutes after a key has been pressed

þ The buzzer goes off.

5.3.2 Automatic menu control

þ The display outputs,
for example

When the menu is activated but the user no longer enters data, the display
automatically returns to the standard display after about 10 minutes. The
background illumination is switched off at the same time.
5.3.3 Leakage alarm
þ The sensor recognizes the leakage (leakage simulation during initialization:
wet sensor with 1 cm of water).

þ The display lights up.

1999-03-17 23:56

Procedure
þ 		Confirm buzzer with key

þ Alarm message after about 8 sec.

þ 		Eliminate sensor damage.

þ The red ”Leakage” LED lights up.

þ Confirm message with key

þ The alarm relay switches.

5.3.5 Fault message

þ The buzzer goes off
þ The display outputs, for example

.

þ 		The device recognizes the internal fault.

Leackage: 178 m
CHANNEL 1
ZONE 5
1999-03-17 23:20 >>

Only in two-channel operation:
arrow is shown when Channel 2
has also detected leakage. Press
the right function key to display the
message.
þ The alarm message is stored in the event memory.
Procedure

þ The yellow ”fault” LED lights up.
þ The buzzer goes off.
þ The display lights up.
þ The display outputs,
		for example		

Batterie is
empty
1999-03-17 00:06

Procedure
þ		 Confirm buzzer with key

.

þ Eliminate cause of the fault.
.

þ Confirm message with key

þ Look for leakage.
þ Eliminate leakage. (Take water off the cable or airdry cable.)
þ Confirm message with key

.

(needs to be tested during initialization only if an external battery or UPS is
connected)

þ The display lights up.

þ Confirm buzzer with key

Sensor bread
CHANNEL 1

.

.

5.3.6 Function test with test module, periodic inspection
Application range
Beginning of operation, to calibrate basing point by zone programming.

11-85G1-7D0001/B-01/2018-BARTEC-129902

Multi Testing with water one different areas belong the sensor cable is not
recommended, because the exactness of leakage index in meter will be lost.

BARTEC recommends inspecting the system at least once a year.
The countermeasures introduced when a leak is reported must be adapted
in weighting and reaction speed to the damage to be averted. The owner/
managing operation must obtain clarification from the respective insurance
company (building insurance, liability insurance”) on their requirements, such
as e.g. testing intervals, scope of testing, training of operating personnel.
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Operating instructions
6. Operating instructions

6.1.3 Access code
Press function key ”MENU”.

6.1 Function keys and LCD display (standard picture)

þ Menu display		
Access code?
0000

Restricted access with ”0000” only authorized to read the menu of the
”Event Menu”.
All other menus are locked. Display outputs ”kein Zugang” = ”no access”.

This is why this description should not be kept close to the unit!
Unrestricted access with ”1001” authorized to read and write. The user has
the possibility to read all the essential system parameters, to modify them and
to cancel some of them. This is why this description should not be kept close
to the unit.

4 x Cursor key
1 x Enter key - menu selection/input
1 x Escape key - menu selection/input/alarm and fault confirmation

þ Main menu
Measuring channels
Settings
Histogram memory
Service

2 x Funktion key - Function of the text shown in the display
All number texts shown in the display are examples!
6.1.1 Text input

6.2 Menu „Measuring channels“

If the user has to enter text or numerical figures or if there is the possibility of a
text input, a flashing line appears at the place of the first character. The cursor
keys and allow you to go through the given character set (e.g., only digits
in case of the access code). The cursor keys and allow you to jump to the
next or previous position.

6.2.1 Channel sensors

Character set:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ()• - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 B l a n k
All data entered must be confirmed by pressing the Enter key
by means of the key .

. Interruption

6.1.2 Forms of representation
The first line in the display is the action line. The cursor keys
and
allow
you to shift the single points of the menu in the first line and to select them
with .

Measuring channel 1
Sensor cable
6,0 Ohm/m
1000m
CHANNEL
TYPE
Measuring channel 2
Point of leakage
20 Zones
CHANNEL
TYPE

þ Function key ”KANAL” (channel) allows you to switch between measuring
channels 1 and 2 (appears only in case of two-channel units).
þ Function key ”TYP” (type) allows you to switch between length and
point-to-point sensor.
þ If you select the length sensor, the field for the W/m value flashes and can
be set from 3 to 20 W/m via the up and down keys.
(default SCR sensorcable 6,0 W/m)
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The indicated cable length is adjusted continuously on the basis of the
cable resistance measured last. The key allows you to jump to the field
for the cable length were you can set a length between 10 and 1,500 m
þ At the point-to-point sensor type, the value for the number of zones flashes
and can be set from 2 to 99 via the up and down keys. The quantity
of the connected point-sensors must here adjusted.
þ At pressing the Enter key , the message ”Adjustm. in process” appears
for a couple of seconds. The unit is measuring the current cable resistance.
At the length sensor type, the indicated cable length is adjusted to the
programmed W/m value and vice versa. At the point-to-point sensor type,
each zone is assigned the same share of the overall resistance (W/zone).
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Operating instructions
6.2.2 Channel name		

6.3.2 Language

Name of channel 1
CHANNEL 1

Language setting
>Deutsch
English
Francais

CHANNEL

þ Input of a descriptive text in the second line (max. 20 characters) for the
easier identification of the two measuring channels. The text then appears
on the display in case of alarm or fault messages.
þ The function key ”CHANNEL” allows you to switch between measuring
channels 1 and 2 (appears only in case of two-channel units).

þ Use
line.

to shift the desired language for the menu texts to the second

6.3.3 Date/time
Date and Time
1999-03-15 14:30
S/W-time autom.
MAN.

6.2.3 Channel zone		
CHANNEL 1, Zone
0 m
CHANNEL

-

1 m
ZONE

CHANNEL 1, Zone
Zone 1
CHANNEL

1

1
ZONE

þ For a better overview, a measuring channel of the length sensor type can
be divided into several zones. The zone name is entered analog to the
cannel name in the second line. With you reach the third line for the
input of the beginning of the zone, with the cursor key you can specify
the end of the zone. An offset of 1 m is set automatically between each zone.

þ The year flashes and can be set from 1996 to 2095. The key
takes you to the fields for date, day and time. Use
to set the time by
minute jumps, keep the key pressed if you wish to go forward/backward by
half hours.
þ With this function key you choose manual or automatic setting of summer/
winter time.
6.3.4 Signals
Signals
>Buzzer:
on
Main failure: off

þ With

þ Function key ”ZONE” takes you to the next zone. Die Funktions-Taste
„KANAL“ schaltet zwischen Messkanal 1 und 2 um (erscheint nur bei
zweikanaligem Gerät).

þ A power failure is signaled as fault (only when a battery is connected).
6.3.5 Message relay
Message relay
>Alarm 1: deenerg.
Alarm 2:
deenerg.
Fault:
energized

Length
in meter

þ With

FEET

þ The text indicates the current length unit. Use the function key to 		
switch to the indicated unit.
6.3 Menu ”Settings”

can be switched on or off.

þ The integrated buzzer serves as acoustic signal in case of alarm or fault
messages.

6.2.4 Unit of length
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the signal selected with

þ A measuring cannel of the point-to-point sensor type must first of all be
divided in zones by means of menu point ”Channel sensors”. A name can
be assigned to each zone.

the relay selected with

can be switched.

þ This function allows you to configure the floating contact assemblies as
normally closed or normally open contacts. ”Stromlos” (powerless) means
that the relay coil is not powered during normal operation of the unit. If you
select setting ”bestromt” (powered), a message will be output (power failure
or alarm) when the unit is completely without voltage (fail-safe).

6.3.1 Contrast
Contrast
60 %

you can regulate the LCD contrast from 10 to 100 %. The
þ With
setting changes immediately.
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Operating instructions
6.3.6 Battery supervision (external battery)
Battery supervision
>none
12 V
24 V

þ Use

6.5 Menu Service
6.5.1 Serial number
Firmware:		 ---Serial number: ---Circuit board: ---Measuring card 1: ----

to shift the desired setting to the second line.

þ This function allows you to monitor the voltage of an external battery in
order to prevent any exhaustive discharge.
6.4 Menu „History memory“
6.4.1 Alarm channel 1

Measuring card 2:----

CPU: 		
Frontpanel:

þ Display of the serial numbers of the printed-circuit boards within the unit.
The numbers are given in the factory and cannot be changed.
þ Use

1:Leckage: 450 m
KANAL 1

to leaf through the lines.

6.5.2 Set starting app.

1999-03-15 15:45

to output the last 20 alarm and fault messages for measuring
þ Use
channel 1. Line 1 shows the current number, type of message and distance.
Line 2 and 3 shows the channel and zone names. The fourth line outputs
date and time.
6.4.2 Alarm channel 2
1: Sensorbreak
KANAL 2

-------

Starting apparatus:
1999-03-15
new:
1999-03-16
SET

þ When you press function key ”SETZEN” (set), the start-up date is brought
to the current date and the event memory deleted. For about 3 seconds
the unit displays the message shown on the left and at last returns to the
primary menu.
6.5.3 Erase starting app.
Starting apparatus

1999-03-15 15:45

þ As for measuring channel 2.

DELETE

6.4.3 Reports
1: Restart

þ When you press function key ”LOESCHEN” (delete), an internal flag is set
so that an initialization is carried out next time the unit is switched on. The
sensors will be adjusted anew, the event memory will be deleted.

operation on
1999-03-15 14:17

6.5.4 Standard values
þ The keys

allow you to have the last 20 system messages displayed.

Set standard values

6.4.4 Date of starting
Starting apparatus
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1999-03-15

þ Date of the last commissioning.

SET

þ The function key ”SETZEN” (set) allows you to reset the following
parameters to the indicated values:
- Sensor type is length sensor with 6,0 W/m
- Point-to-point sensor preset to 20 zones
- Length unit: meters
- Contrast 60 %
- Preset to German language
- Automatic summer/winter time conversion
- Signals buzzer on/power failure on
- Alarm relay powerless/fault relay powered
- No battery control
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Operating instructions/Unit extension
7. Unit extension to two-channel operation

6.5.5 Delete texts
Channel- & Zone-text
will be deleted
DELETE

A one-channel RLW can be extended to two-channel operation by means of a
second
measuring card.
		
7.1 Installation instructions

þ The function key ”DELETE” allows you to delete all channel and zone
names stored.
þ Disconnect unit from supply.
þ Loosen screws on the front of the unit and remove front panel.
Before deleting, make sure the project planning documents and the installation
plan for the system are there and up to date.

þ Insert second measuring card (see chapter 3.2, figure 2).
þ Remount front panel.
þ Avoid electrostatic charges.

6.5.6 Station number
Station number
0 x 01

The extension should be carried out by experienced electricians!
7.2 Starting up the second measuring card

þ Use
to select the desired station number (required only in case of
RS 485 communication with several RLWs).

þ Test sensor cable of channel 2 according to test protocol sensor cable

6.5.7 Hardware test

þ Re-energize unit.
All over test
Display test
LED test
Keyboard test
Relay test

þ Use

þ Connect sensor cable to channel 2 (see chapter 3.2, figure 3).
þ Confirm message displayed with ESC. Measuring channel is readjusted to
sensor cable.
þ RLW is reactivated.

8. Unit extension with RS 485 interface

to shift the desired test to the first line.
An RLW can be extended with an RS 485 interface.
8.1 Installation instructions

þ Disconnect unit from supply.
þ Loosen screws on the front of the unit and remove front panel
þ Insert IC module (see chapter 3.2, figure 2).
þ For bus systems the RS 485 jumper must be set to ON for the last
measuring device (1-2); to OFF for all other devices (2-3).
For single units the jumper is always set to ON.
þ Remount front panel.
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þ Avoid electrostatic charges

The extension should be carried out by experienced electricians!
8.2 Interface start-up
þ Connect data line (see chapter 3.2, figure 3).
þ Re-energize unit.
þ Separate documentation (comes together with the IC modules)
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Table of Fault and Alarm Messages

9. Table of Fault and Alarm Messages

A copy of this page and the installation plan should be kept near the device.

Messages entered into the respective channel memory:
Message

Acknowledgment
required

Cause

Leakage

yes

Sensor cable is in contact with water

Sensor rupture

yes

Rupture in sensor cable

Sensor fault

yes

Sensor cable resistance is less than 30 W or greater than 15000 W

New Sensor

yes

If the new measured sensor resistance differs by more than 5 % from the old value after switching on or
after a sensor rupture.

Unstable measurement

yes

Leakage was detected but detection was aborted after four measurements because the measurements were
scattered by more than 2 metres.

Messages entered into the system memory:
Acknow-ledgment
required

Cause

Power failure

yes

Failure of 230 V supply

Battery depleted

yes

External 12 V/24 V battery has insufficient voltage

No measuring card

yes

No measuring card installed

Operating temperature
outside the valid range

yes

The temperature in the device has exceeded or fallen short of the permissible temperature range of
0 °C to +50 °C.

Rebooting

no

The device is started again after power failure, reset etc.

Operation off

no

Device was switched off.

System event

no

Only for Development
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Message
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Test protocol sensor cable SCR Type 17-85M1-1761, assembled with plug and socket

Customer
Order No.							
Project
Place of installation

Part

Length
sensor cable
in meter

Insulation
resistance
between wire 1 and 3
in MW
before mounting

Insulation
resistance
between wire 1 and 3
in MW
after mounting*

Insulation
resistance
in MW between
wire 1 to ground
wire 3 to ground*

Resistance in W
measured between
wire 1 and 2
wire 3 and 4*

wire 1

wire
1 and 2

wire 3

calculated
resistance
in W/m**

date of test/
name of inspector

wire
3 and 4

1
2
3
4

Conductor 1 = Contact 1 = Core white perforated
Conductor 2 = Contact 2 = Core white insulated
Conductor 3 = Contact 3 = Core red perforated
Conductor 4 = Contact 4 = Core red insulated
Remarks					
The sonsor cable must be checked during the installation work too. Diconnect sensor cable from monitoring device before test.
Required test results
Resistance in W: min: 5,7 W/m max: 6,3 W/m				
Insulation resistance in MW: not less than 10 MW whole measuring circuit (test voltage 500 V)
* (measured with connected final plug) measured length, sensor cable with conductor
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** (measured resistance of wire 1 and 3 in W/devided with part length of sensor cable = resistance in W/m)

Installation company

All warranty claims are subject to the submission of a correctly and completely filled in acceptance report.
Date and signature are also required.

BARTEC GmbH
Germany

Max-Eyth-Straße 16
97980 Bad Mergentheim

Phone.: +49 7931 597-0
Fax:		 +49 7931 597-494

info@bartec.de
www.bartec-group.com
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Appendix B - Start-up protocol

Customer/final customer
Order number
Date
Monitoring unit		
type, production number
Software version
Incoming cable 			
type, length
Connected sensor 1
type, length, room
Connected sensor 2
type, length, room
Others
Function test
Alarm/leakage test
Rupture test
Floating alarm contacts
Floating fault contacts
Internal buzzer
Note

Result
After excution of the tests/measurements the system operated with/without insufficiencies and restrictions (see notes).
Above information checked:

Place, date						

Company/signature auditor
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All warranty claims are subject to the submission of a correctly and completely filled in acceptance report.
Date and signature are also required.
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Company/customer signature

Appendix C - Order list

System components
RLW

RLW

Electronic monitoring system with localization
One channel up to 1,500 m

Type 17-85G1-2121

Two channels, 1,500 m each

Type 17-85G1-2221

Electronic monitoring system with localization and RS 485
One channel up to 1,500 m

Type 17-85G1-2122

zwo channels, 1,500 m each

Type 17-85G1-2222

RS 485

Electrically isolated

Type 03-8090-0077

Measuring card

For a second measuring circuit

Type 03-9600-0198

Interface

Sensor
Sensor cable - yard goods

Type 17-85M1-1761

Point sensor

Type 17-85M1-3832/0A00

System accessories
For sensor cable SCR

Type 05-0091-0054

Socket fitting kit

For sensor cable SCR

Type 05-0091-0055

Connection cable

Yard goods

Type 02-4042-0011

Cable termination

For sensor cable SCR

Type 05-0080-0161

Terminal resistor

220 kΩ for RDA, RDW

Type 05-0080-0164

Area separator

For sensor cable SCR

Type 05-0080-0162

T-branch distributor

For sensor cable SCR and point sensor PS

Type 17-85Z4-3200

Fixing tape

For sensor cable SCR and point sensor PS

Type 05-0091-0045

Label

„Sensitive sensor cable“

Type 05-2144-0777
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Plug fitting kit
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Appendix D - EC Declaration of Conformity
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Data communication
The RLW communicates with its surroundings via a block-oriented and
protected single master protocol. Two different interfaces are
multiplexed:

Each block consists of header, user data, check sum and delimiter.
Details are as follows:
Byte

Meaning

min

max

0

Sender - ID

1

255

1

Receiver - ID

1

255

2

Block length from Sender -ID
to end of delimiter		

10

254

3

Reserved (poss. block Counter)

4

Channel number
(0 = system channel 1,
2 = measuring channel)

0

2

5

Acknowledgement (0 - 127 = pos. ackn.;
-1 - -128 = neg. ackn.)

-128

127

The receiver ID of the RLW can be set on the device and has the default value
0x01.

6

Sender -ID

0

255

7-N

User data

In case of the RS232 interface (point-to-point transmission) the receiver ID is
not evaluated.

N+1

Low byte of (check sum byte 0 – N)+1

0

255

N+2

High byte of

0

255

N+3

Delimiter

0x0D

0x0D

þ The standard asynchronous RS232 interface. Up to hardware version 1A of
the master board this connection is meant for the short-term service use
only. (The PC should be floating – Notebook)
þ The optional (add-on) asynchronous RS485 interface (isolated).
As of hardware version 1 A, the RS232 is galvanically isolated by optocouplers.
For the supply to the optocouplers it is necessary to set the DTR line (pin 4) to
high level (+12 V) and the RTS line (pin 7) to low level (-12 V).
Interface data are 9600 Baud 8N1.
The data format is the same in both cases. Each monitoring system in the
network receives its own address. The same applies to the master. Address 0 is
reserved for the broadcasts. Addresses 251-255 are reserved for the master.

The protocol described is, at present, laid out for one master only. However, it
can be made available to more masters by adding a token pass mechanism (the
slaves need not be changed). The master/slave principle remains valid, i.e. the
monitoring system (slave) answers only if asked by the PC (master).
The RLW sends its answers to the node from which it received the request. After
receipt of the block, the RLW has a max. of 100 ms to send its answer. If no
data have been sent after 100 ms, the master presumes that either command or
acknowledgement have been destroyed.
The slaves do not react to a broadcast.
The two RLW interfaces are accessed with a multiplexing procedure, i.e.
every 500 ms transmission changes from one to the other interface. After each
communication the respective interface remains active for about 10 seconds
before the other can take its turn. The master must send the individual bytes of
a telegram within 40 ms.
The data are transferred in blocks. „GET xxx“ commands are short blocks whose
long acknowledgements contain the desired data. „Put xxx“ commands are long
blocks with data that are acknowleged with short blocks.
Some commands are protected via password. A protected command must be
enabled prior to its execution via the „AUTHENTICATION“ command.

The RLW does not react to wrong check sums. Other data errors cause negative
acknowledgements. As additional information, the negative acknowledgements
include the parameter indicating the negative byte number.
-2

wrong block length

-4

invalid channel

-6

invalid command or command protected by password and no
authentication was input.

From - 7

the acknowledgements are command-specific. The negative
acknowledgement then indicates parameters with a value
outside of the valid range.

When the RLW expects more parameters than contained in the PC telegram (e.g.
if the RLW version is a later one than the PC program), the parameters contained
in the telegram are accepted. However, the RLW acknowledges with a negative
acknowledgement indicating the next parameter missing.
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In the case of 16-bit-data, the low-order byte is transmitted first first.
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Data communication
The following commands are implemented.

0x02 „GET NODE - INFO“

Commands:
Byte
0x00

reserved

0x01

„RESET STATION“

0x02

„GET NODE INFO“

0x03

reserved

0x04

„GET STATUS“

0x05

„QUIT ERROR“

0x06

„GET DISPLAY“

0x07

„PUT KEY“

0x08

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement
0x02

0x02

06

Command

07 -10

Program abbreviation
(rlw ,.....) in ASCII

11 - 14

Version number in ASCII

15

Mother board serial number
(16 Bit)

0

9999

„GET CONFIGURATION“

17

Type of mother board

0

9

0x09

„PUT CONFIGURATION“

18

Layout version mother board

0

9

0x0A

„GET ZONE“

0x0B

„PUT ZONE“

19

Modification status mother board

´a´

´z´

0x0C

„GET TIME/DATE“

20

Reserve

0

0x0D

„PUT TIME/DATE“

21

Serial number CPU (16 Bit)

0

9999

0x0E

„GET EVENT“

23

Type CPU

0

9

0x0F

reserved

24

Layout version CPU

0

9

0x10

reserved

25

Modification status CPU

a´

´z´

0x11

„CHANGE PASSWORD“

26

Reserve

0

0x12

„GET NAME“

27

Serial number display (16 Bit)

0

0x13

„PUT NAME“

29

Type of display

0

9

0x14

„GET IBS“

30

Layout version display

0

9

0x15

„PUT IBS“

31

Modification status display

´a´

´z´

0x16

„CLEAR IBS“

32

Reserve

0

0x17

„AUTHENTICATION“

33

0

9999

The list of commands and the amount of user data can be expanded in the
future.

Serial number measuring card 1
(16 Bit)

35

Type of measuring card 1

0

9

Example: request for the display contents with „GET DISPLAY“

36

Layout version measuring card 1

0

9

37

Modification status display 1

´a´

´z´

38

Reserve

0

39

Serial number measuring card 2
(16 Bit)

0

9999

Check sum: 0x010E

41

Type of measuring card 2

0

9

Telegram: 0xFC 0x01 0x0A 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x06 0x0E 0x01 0x0D

42

Layout version measuring card 2

0

9

43

Modification status display 2

´a´

´z´

0x01 „RESET STATION“

44

Reserve

0

Adress PC: 252
Adress RLW: 1
Block length: 10

carries out a software reset. No answer is sent.
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Meaning

With one of the hardware components missing, the data have the value 0xff.

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

1

1
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9999

When one of the hardware components is read for the first time, the values may
not be within the valid range.

Data communication
0x04 „GET STATUS“

0x05 „QUIT ERROR“

This is the command the PC uses to read the current status of the device.

This command is used to acknowledge the fault output on the display.

Byte

Meaning

min

max

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x04

0x04

06

Command

0x05

0x05

07

Event index system channel

0x00

0x13

08

Event index measuring channel 1

0x00

0x13

0x06 „GET DISPLAY“

09

Event index measuring channel 2

0x00

0x13

This is the command the PC uses to get the current display of the device.

10

LEDS
0x01 = operation
0x02 = leakage
0x04 = rupture
0x08 = fault

11
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12

Relay
0x01 = alarm1
0x02 = alarm2
0x04 = fault
active alarms (16 Bit)
0x0001 = system message
0x0100 = sensor error channel1
0x0200 = sensor error channel2
0x0400 = sensor rupture channel1
0x0800 = sensor rupture channel2
0x1000 = leakage channel1
0x2000 = leakage channel2
0x4000 = new sensor channel1
0x8000 = new sensor channel2

14

current alarm channel
(0x00 = System, 0x01 = channel1,
0x02 = channel2) if an alarm is
active

15

leakage distance channel 1 in
0.1 m (16 Bit)

0

1500

17

leakage zone channel 1

1

99

18

leakage distance channel 2 in
0.1 m (16 Bit)

0

1500

1

20

leakage zone channel 2

21

voltage of the clock backup battery
in 0.1 V (from hardware version 1A
of the CPU)

22

device temperature (signed) in °C
(from hardware version 1A of the
CPU)

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x06

0x06

07 - 26

LCD display line 1

27 - 46

LCD display line 2

47 - 66

LCD display line 3

67 - 86

LCD display line 4

87

Cursor type

0

3

88

Cursor line

0

3

89

Cursor cleft

0

19

90

Cursor size

Cursor type

Cursor size

Design

0
1
2
3

1..4

Cursor off
flashing underline
flashing letter
flashing field

0x07 „PUT KEY“
This is the command the master uses to send key codes to the system.

99

The event indices represent the offset of the latest event entry (e.g. fault) in the
respective event ring memory of the system or measuring channels. The index of
the next (older) entry is smaller by 1.

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement ( = 0 --> ok ; -7
= no valid command )		

06

Command

0x07

0x07

07

Keycode

0x00

0x07

08

Key repeat

0

20

Keycode:
0x00 = key „ESC“ 		
0x01 = key „ENTER“ 		
0x02 = key top left
0x03 = key top right		

0x04 = key arrow up
0x05 = key arrow down
0x06 = key arrow left
0x07 = key arrow right

Key repeat:
If this value is greater than zero, the transmitted keycode will be repeat according. The behavior of the RLW is conform a “key-auto-repeat”.
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Data communication
0x08 „GET CONFIGURATION“

The reserved bits are for future settings and should be set to 0.

This is the command the master uses to request the configuration data stored
in the controller.

Sensor type: 0x00 = length sensor, 0x0 1= point-to-point sensor

The list of configuration values can be extended at any time.

Specific resistance: for length sensor in Ohm/km, min. 3000, max. 20000

The data have the following meaning:

Length unit: 0x00 = meters, 0x01 = feet

Byte

Meaning

min

max

Display contrast: 1 to 10, 10 equals 100 %

04

Channel

0

0

Battery control: 0x00 = 12 V, 0x01 = 24 V, 0x02 = none

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x08

0x08

Byte

Parameter

0x09 „PUT CONFIGURATION“ (password protected)

7

Language

8

Signals

This command allows you to transmit a modified configuration to a node.
The data format equals „GET CONFIGURATION“ command.

9

Relay configuration

The station number can be written exclusively via the RS232 interface.

10

Type sensor 1

11

Zones sensor 1

0x0A „GET ZONE“

12

LB spec. resist. sensor 1

13

HB spec. resist. sensor 1

This is the command (byte 7 = zone number) the PC uses to get the definition
of a zone.

14

Type sensor 2

Byte

Meaning

min

max

15

Zones sensor 2

04

Channel

1

2

16

LB spec. resist. sensor 2

05

Acknowledgement

17

HB spec. resist. sensor 2

06

Command

0x08

0x08

18

Length unit

07

Zone number

1

99

19

Display contrast

08 - 27

Zone name in ASCII

20

Battery control

21

autom. S/W time

28

Beginning of zone (16 Bit)

0

14999

22

No. of station

30

End of zone (16 Bit)

0

15000

Autom. changeover summer/winter time: 0x00 = off, 0x01 = on

Signals:
Bit x = 0: signal off,
Bit x = 1: signal on

By using point-sensor the zone-start and zone–end will be assumed.

Relay configuration:
Bit x = 0: no power,
Bit x = 1: powered

Bit 7

reserved

Bit 7

-

Bit 6

reserved

Bit 6

-

Bit 5

reserved

Bit 5

-

Bit 4

reserved

Bit 4

-

Bit 3

reserved

Bit 3

-

Bit 2

reserved

Bit 2

fault

Bit 1

Mains off

Bit 1

channel 2

Buzzer

Bit 0

channel1

Bit 0
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Number of station: 1 to 250

The scale of the values ‘Beginning of zone’ and ‘End of zone’ is 0.1 m.

Language: 0x00 = German, 0x01 = English, 0x02 = French
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Sensor zone number: number of zones for point-to-point sensor, min. 2, max. 99

0x0B „PUT ZONE“ (password protected)
This is the command the PC uses to change the definition of a zone. The data
format equals that of the „GET ZONE“ command.

Data communication
0x0C „GET TIME/DATE“

Message

Type

Value 1

Value 2

Value 3

The master uses this command to request the status of the real time clock of the
node. The data have the following meaning:

System event

0x00

-

Code

-

Leakage

0x01

Distance
in 0.1 m

-

Zone (1..99)

Sensor rupture

0x02

-

-

-

Battery

empty

0x03

-

-

Neustart

0x04

Trapcode, if
bigger than 0

0x00 = Restart
0x01 = Watchdog
0x02 = Reset

-

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x0C

0x0C

07

Seconds

0

59

08

Minutes

0

59

Power failure

0x05

-

-

-

23

No measuring card

0x06

-

-

-

Operation off

0x07

-

-

-

09

Hours

0

10

Days of the week (not defined)

11

Day of the month

0

30

12

Month

0

11

13

Year (16 Bit)

1996

2095

0x0D „PUT TIME/DATE“

Sensor fault

0x08

-

-

-

New sensor

0x09

-

-

-

Instable measured
value

0x0A

-

-

-

operating temperature
outside the valid range

0x0B

-

-

-

No entry

0xFF

-

-

-

The master uses this command to set the node’s real time clock. The data
structure equals that of the „Get Time/Date“ command.
0x11 „CHANGE PASSWORD“
0x0E „GET EVENT“

The master uses this command to change the system password.
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The master uses this command to get the events stored in the controller. The
master sends the index of the desired entry.

Byte

Meaning

min

max

The index of the current (latest) entry can be identified via the „GET STATUS“
command.

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

0

0

The index of the next (older) entry is smaller by 1.

06

Command

0x11

0x11

07-14

New password

15-22

Old password

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

2

05

Acknowledgement ( = 0 --> ok ; -7
= Index außer Bereich; -8 = kein
Eintrag )

0x12 „GET NAME“
The master uses this command to get the name of a measuring channel.

06

Command

0x0E

0x0E

07

Index

0

19

08

Type

09

Value 1 (16 Bit)

11

Value 2

06

Command

12

Value 3

07-26

Channel name in ASCII

13

Seconds

0

59

14

Minutes

0

59

0x13 „PUT NAME“ (password protected)

15

Hours

0

23

16

Days of the week (not defined)

The master uses this command to change the name of a measuring channel. The
data format equals that of the „GET NAME“ command.

17

Day of the month

0

30

18

Month

0

11

19

Year (16 Bit)

1996

2095

21

Acknowledgement

0

1

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

1

2

05

Acknowledgement
0x12

0x12

Acknowledgement: 0x01 if the event has not been acknowledged by the user via
the keyboard of the system.
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Data communication
0x14 „GET IBS“

Changes up to now:

The master uses this command to get the date of the initial start-up.

Date

Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x14

0x14

07

Year (16 Bit)

1996

2095

09

Month

0

11

10

Day

0

30

if year = 0, no IBS has been input yet.
0x15 „PUT IBS“ (password protected)
The master uses this command to specify the date of the initial start-up.
ATTENTION: all alarms are reset and the event memories deleted.
Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

0

0

06

Command

0x15

0x15

0x16 „CLEAR IBS“ (password protected)
The master uses this command to clear the initial start-up. An automatic initial
start-up is carried out at the next switch-on.
Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

0

0

06

Command

0x16

0x16

0x17 „AUTHENTICATION“
This command allows the user to access the commands protected by
passwords. The password has a length of 8 bytes and is defaulted to „00000000“
(in ASCII).
Once the correct password has been transferred, a password-protected
command can be carried out within the next 500 ms. Each command sent within
500 ms resets the timeout.
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At the expiry of the timeout a new authentication is necessary before the input of
the next password-protected command.
Byte

Meaning

min

max

04

Channel

0

0

05

Acknowledgement

06

Command

0x17

0x17

07-14

Password

0

255
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Revision

Change

1.03

„PUT/GET CONFIGURATION“ command: display
of the altered signal and relay configuration,
station number added

30.06.99

1.04

Password protection with new command
„AUTHENTICATION“

19.07.99

1.05

Baud rate for RS232 and RS485 is 9600
„GET STATUS“ command: expanded with device
temperature and voltage of the clock buffer battery
„PUT ZONE“ command: with a point sensor, the
zone definition is accepted too

29.07.99

1.06

„GET EVENT“ command: message type 4
expanded.

26.08.99

1.07

„GET DISPLAY“ command: as of byte 87 the
cursor status is transferred.
„PUT KEY“ command: the number of key code
repetitions are entered in byte 8.
Level of DTR and RTS lines.

